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Abstract.The objective of this study was to determine the applicability of an approach to predict the number of cycles of fatigue
loading of a structure to failure.In the present investigation, notched structural elementswere subjected to constant amplitude
loading with a maximum stress of 15ksi and mean stress of 6ksialong with periodic tensile overloads of 20ksi. Miner’s rule was
used to estimate the cycles to failure, and a second analytical approach,that incorporated the notch residual stress caused by the
first overload in the Miner’s rule, was used to estimate the number of cycles of load to failure.The predicted fatigue life using the
second approach agreed with the experimentally determined fatigue life better than that of the first approach.

1. Introduction
Airframes are subjected to a variety of dynamic loads, such as loads due to maneuvers and dynamic loads associated
with wind gusts and storms, during the various stages of flight. It becomes necessary to know the number of cycles
of loads that a structural component of the airframe can withstand before it fails to carry the operational loads it was
designed for. The growth of cracks causes the eventual failure of the component.
Holes in the structural elements of airframe are necessary for a number of functions, including the attachment of
other components and routing of electrical and hydraulic lines. The presence of these holes, or material flaws, gives
rise to stress concentrations that influence the nature of the stress fields and subsequent deformation in the vicinity
of the holes. Consequently, the existence of a hole can influence the fatigue life of the component.
This study was undertaken to examine the fatigue life of structural elements of 2024 T3 aluminum clad material
with a center notch. Material in the vicinity of the notch is subjected to plastic strain due to the stress concentration.
The removal of the applied load causes residual stress to remain near the notch which consequently affects the
material during subsequent cyclic fatigue loading. Miner’s rule [1] is a procedure developed to estimate the number
of cycles of loading to failure. The procedure, based on a damage criterion of cycle ratio, is flawed by the fact that it
does not account for loading sequence [2]. An attempt to circumvent this shortcoming was made in this
investigation, by incorporating the notch residual stress in the Miner’s rule for estimating the number of cycles to
failure.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
All of the experiments of this study were conducted at the National Institute for Aviation Research. The 2024 T3
aluminum clad sheet specimens had a nominal thickness of 0.09in, width of 0.75in, and the center hole had a
nominal diameter of 0.161in. Constant amplitude fatigue load tests were conducted for two families of dynamic
loading; one had a maximum stress level of 15ksi with a mean stress level of 6ksi and the other had a maximum
stress level of 20ksi with a mean stress of 8.5ksi. A series of five different tests were conducted in which a tensile
overload stress of 20ksi was applied to the first family of dynamic loading (Smax=15ksi, Smean=6ksi) after every 10
cycles; then 50 cycles; then 100 cycles; 1,000 cycles; and finally 5,000 cycles. Anti-buckling fixture was used to
prevent the buckling of the specimen during the compressive portion of the dynamic loading. Figure 1 contains a
photograph of the experimental set up of the notched specimen in the anti-buckling fixture in the MTS dynamic load
frame.
Miner’s rule with no correction for residual stresses was used to obtain the first analytical approximation of the
number of cycles of load to failure. The second analytical procedure made use of Neuber’s rule [3] to determine the
notch residual stress field after the first overload. Figure 2 shows the application of Neuber’s rule, for a far-field
applied stress of 20ksi, the notch stress is 49.44ksi. An equivalent far-field stress was then superimposed on the
subsequent constant amplitude stress values. The cycles to failure for this effective constant amplitude loading was
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determined from appropriate constant amplitude SN curves. Miner’s rule was applied to determine the number of
load cycles to failure for this effective loading. The material hardening characteristics of two extreme models of
hardening were considered; these were isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening. In the absence of reverse
yielding, both the hardening types provided the same value for residual stresses after the first overload.
Table 1 contains the normalized predictions of the number of cycles to failure using the direct application of Miner’s
rule and the modified Miner’s rule with the correction for residual stresses. The predicted numbers of cycles to
failure were normalized with the numbers of cycles to failure determined from the experimental phase of the study.
The results provided in Table 1 indicate that the effect of the residual stresses from the first overload and consequent
application of the overload after every 10 cycles does not improve the prediction of the fatigue life. For all of the
other block sizes of constant amplitude loading between overloads (50-5,000 cycles), an improvement between 17%
and 19% of predicted fatigue life was obtained. This is attributed to the modification of the analytical method to
include the beneficial effect of the compressive residual stress at the notch after the first overload.

Strain (in/in)

Figure 2. Graph shows estimation of notch stress using Neuber’s rule.
For far-field stress of 20ksi, stress at the notch is 49.44ksi.

Figure 1. Experimental Setup.
Table 1:
Comparison of the analysis results with experimental work

Block Size

Ratio of cycles to
failure by Miner's
rule to Experimental

Ratio of cycles to
failure by Miner's rule
with residual stress
correction to
Experimental

10

0.99

1.13
0.99

50

0.84

100

0.78

0.93

1,000

0.71

0.84

5,000

0.68

0.81

3. Conclusions
An improvement in the fatigue life estimation by incorporating residual stresses in Miner’s rule was obtained. This
improvement was confirmed by experimentally obtained results for fatigue loading. An important condition is that
reverse yielding at the notch during fatigue loading does not occur.
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